
For 40 years, little has changed in the technology used to produce traffic control signs.
Until today.
Finally - a solution to messy screen 
printing and labor-intensive cut & 
weed legend application. Digital 
printing - a new way to modernize 
and improve shop efficiency. 

Be state-of-the art with Avery 
Dennison’s TrafficJet Print System. 
It’s the first system engineered to 
offer the simplicity of eco-solvent 
inkjet printing with the expected 
long-term durability and warranted 
sheeting performance.

 

reflectives.averydennison.com

TrafficJet TM 
A complete, simple and clean solution to traffic sign fabrication

TrafficJet 1638 System printer



TrafficJet – Simple, clean and cost-effective. With warranted durability. 
Avery Dennison’s TrafficJet print system offers incredible value, with an economical 
upfront and efficient running cost. TrafficJet spot colors are engineered to meet the color, 
retroreflectivity and durability requirements of the traffic industry’s rigid specifications. Signs 
produced using TrafficJet carry the same warranty as signs produced by screen printing and 
colored overlay films. Our exclusive position as the system supplier guarantees performance 
compatibility between printer, inks, reflective sheeting and protective overlay when needed.
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> Easy, efficient sign fabrication

> Improved labor and material  
   efficiency - no cutting,  
   premasking or weeding 

> Quick order turnaround - direct  
   to print from design

> Lower operating costs -  
   produce “just-in-time” instead of “just-in-case”

> Print unattended, with a single operator managing  
   multiple printers

> Print signs in any orientation on our omni-directional  
   sheeting, maximizing space while optimizing  
   retroreflectivity

> Only system engineered and supported by an  
   industry-leading sheeting manufacturer - complete      
   ten and twelve year durability warranty

> TrafficJet ships complete with design and RIP  
   software. It includes professional installation and  
   operator training for support every step of the way

> Fully compatible with Avery Dennison ReadyPro  
   Signmaking System, which includes SignCAD®  
   state-of-the art design software featuring pre-designed  
   MUTCD and multiple state DOT sign library files, and  
   Graphtec’s FC-8000 series cutter plotters for quick  
   and efficient cutting of prismatic sheetings

> Ideal for multi-color signs and complex street name  
   signs with variable information 

Capacity 

Ink 

Format 

8-Color 

TrafficJet Eco-Solvent 

Roll-fed

ENGINEERED TO MEET YOUR SIGN FABRICATION NEEDS

Find out how easy it is to fabricate durable 
traffic signs quickly and efficiently. Contact 
Avery Dennison for complete information at 
reflectives.averydennison.com

From design to print


